Objective

This project is intended to investigate sustainable solutions in landscape design and construction to satisfy housing needs, during the urban expansion process in the cities. The research is based on the case of Genesis, a residential development located in Sao Paulo metropolitan area, which adopted sustainable policies to minimize environmental impacts.

Justification

- Rapid urban growth and housing shortage;
- Social, economic and environmental problems;
- Inadequate access to shelter and urban basic services;
- Proliferation of slums and squatter settlements;
- Exploitation of natural resources and destruction of the habitats;
- Contamination of water and land by disposal of wastes;
- Sustainable solutions in new developments to protect the environment.

Sustainability Issues

Environmental Responsiveness

- Restore and enhance natural habitats and resources;
- Land Use: reuse already developed land, restore degraded land and preserve as much virgin land as possible;
- Capitalize natural features for storm water management, erosion control and roadway design;
- Minimize damage to the local ecosystems;
- Avoid destruction wildlife habitat;
- Improve the surroundings and restore ecology.

Resource Efficiency

- Physical Materials: land, water, soils, minerals, timber, fossil fuels, electricity, solar energy and so on;
- "Doing more with less – using fewer resources (or less scarce resources) to accomplish the same goals";
- Clustered development patterns reduce infrastructure needs, saving resources and money simultaneously;
- Apply to land use, building design, material selection, waste reduction, water conservation, and energy efficiency.

Community and Cultural Sensitivity

- Human interaction, safety and sense of involvement and neighborliness;
- Provide infrastructure of services, schools, work and shopping and offer public spaces for accidental or planned gatherings;
- Response to the local history, the culture, and the existing building environmental;
- Use vernacular design, purchase local products and materials, respect local customs and building practices and honor the cultural fabric of the region;
- Respect and promote a sense of place by recognizing the uniqueness that every setting offers.

Case Study: Genesis

Developers: Y. Takaoka and JAG
Homepage: www.takaoka.eng.br

- 30 kilometers far from Sao Paulo city center;
- Planned 141-ha environmental responsible development;
- Survey with 333 local householders => concern regarding environmental preservation;
- Inclusion of more open space and wildlife habitat, downsizing the project;
- 466 residential lots, on a portion of the site that was already used as farmland (clustered development);
- Positioned as green project with high quality construction;
- Genesis broke ground in May 2002 and was completed in March 2004.

Main Results

- Protect almost two-thirds of the land as "natural open spaces";
- Preserve and restore lands;
- Provide contiguous wildlife corridors and habitat areas;
- Streamline approvals and reduce liability risks;
- Developer sold 85% of the lots in three weeks (high absorption rate) with substantial price premium;
- Marketing: free press and product differentiation;
- New business opportunities;
- Education, health and productivity;
- Preserve cultural heritage and support local cultures;
- Satisfaction from doing the right thing.
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